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the following is a list of the most common and most
critical wordpress security issues. this list is by no

means all-inclusive, and in most cases the files that
are listed on a particular site are only the ones that

were directly uploaded by the site owner, as some files
may be automatically included with the installation of
the wordpress core files. wordpress is one of the most

popular content management systems on the web.
with over 70 million sites using it, it’s no surprise that

the number of attacks on wordpress sites is also
growing. if you’re not taking steps to protect your site,

you’re at risk of having your site taken over by a
hacker. your site is in the hands of the users, visitors,
and cyber criminals of the world. is your site and your

information secure? learn about the most common
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ways hackers exploit wordpress, and how you can
keep hackers from harming your site. so you can get

that astra pro wp theme, along with the premium
addons listed above, simply click here. and while

youre there, you can check out our other premium
wordpress themes in our envato marketplace. the best

wordpress template for online store! supports all
features (one page checkout, product customizer,
basket, wishlist, social media sharing, etc.). lots of
premium features included in just $41! i am very

satisfied with the astra pro 2.1.0 (all premium addons)
wordpress theme. this is my first purchase on

themeforest and for me it was a real pleasure. not only
because of the quality of the theme, but also because
of the support. i had some questions about a couple of

features, but the support team answered all my
questions very quickly. i really love the premium

version of this theme, because it gives a lot of useful
features for free. 5ec8ef588b
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